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Abstract
In this paper we present a hybrid model of
level of detail and poligonalisation techniques
for generating complicated terrain with
overhangs, arches and caves on the macro
and meso levels. On the meso level our model
combines an efficient volumetric discrete data
structure which stores data generated with
our proposed method for creating 3
dimensional noise. This is then represented by
an implicit surface for rendering. We also
propose a computationally inexpensive GPU
based technique for generating large volumes
grass upon this implicit surface. Our macro
terrain uses geometry clip mapping to render
large scale scenery inexpensively on the GPU.
1. Introduction
As the demand for ever increasing realism in
games and films escalates, the need for
improved terrain and map generation is
required. Not only does the terrain have to
provide a pleasing aesthetic but in many cases
it also has to span huge areas.
There are many different approaches
previously suggested in this field which all
have their advantages and disadvantages. This
can be in the form of limitations of how
complicated the terrain you can create, the
size of the terrain or the speed at which it
takes to render. These are all points that
should be considered we developing a terrain
generation system.
In this paper we try to bridge the void
between these techniques to create large
scale terrain on the macro level with natural
formations such as arches, caves and
vegetation on the meso level that can be
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inexpensively rendered. We accomplished this
with a unique combination of geometry clip
mapping from a discrete volumetric data
structure generated using a mixture of three
dimensional noise functions with the
vegetation generated on the GPU.
2. Previous Work
In the field of computer graphics a lot of
research has been done to try to improve the
speed of generating procedural terrain. Many
of these methods employ various LOD
techniques in order to reduce the number of
polygons drawn on the screen.
2.1.

Height maps

Popular techniques use height maps. This
method extracts one or more of the RGB
channels from a pixel of an image, and then
uses this value to scale the height of
corresponding vertices on a plane. Generally
these techniques focus on large scale features
of terrain such as mountains and canyons but
due to the 2 dimensional nature of height
maps it is not possible to create complicated
terrain features such as caves or overhangs,
which occur in the natural world.
2.2.

ROAM

Real-time
Optically
Adapting
Meshes
[DWSMAM97] is one such LOD technique,
used to reduce the number of polygons drawn
on screen. A height map is used alongside a
binary triangle tree in order to store the
mesh. A binary triangle tree is a structure
where each triangle in a mesh will hold a
reference to its two neighbours, base
neighbour and its two child triangles. When
the mesh is created the algorithm recursively

adds children to the tree until the required
level of detail is reached. This method
however cannot be efficiently used on the
GPU as terrain vertex data has to be updated
at every update. This requires a lot of copying
of data from host to client memory which is
slow. In order to make use of the speed of
modern GPUs a method that uses fixed vertex
data, that does not need updating.

2.3.

3.1.2. Implicit Representation
We visualise our terrain we use a previously
proposed hybrid method to smooth our
discreet material stack structure [PGGM09].
We use the traditional polygonisational
technique marching cubes to create our
implicit surface. Our implicit surface S is
defined as:

Geometry Mipmapping

Geometry mipmapping [Wil00] is a technique
more suitable for a GPU implementation. The
method works similar to that of texture
mipmapping, where a selection of terrain
grids, of different resolutions, are loaded into
memory and then switched depending on
distance to the camera. This reduces the
amount of polygons sent to be rendered due
to the fact that in the distance a lower
resolutions representation of the terrain is to
be used. Although being a valid method, we
however have chosen an alternative. This is
due to the fact that geometry mipmapping,
when updating can lead to the viewer
conspicuous transition between different
levels of mesh detail.
3. Implementation
3.1.
Meso Terrain
3.1.1. Discrete Data Structure
Our meso terrain is defined as a two
dimensional array of material stacks with
properties describing their height and
material types [BF01]. This data structure is
less memory demanding than traditional 3
dimensional voxels based structure, see
section 5 for statistics. It also allows for
computationally inexpensive queries and
terrain manipulation. Our current structure
handles bedrock and air allowing us to
represent complicated features such as caves
and arches which cannot be represented in
common height mapping techniques.

Our field function f is a linear function
involving a convolution function that returns
more than 0 is inside our geometry and less
than if outside. The convolution function is
defined:

Where h is our convolution kernel and g is our
skeleton function. Our skeleton function is
expressed as:

We use a simple convolution kernel in our
implementation which is defined:

Where σ refers to the radius around our point
p. Thus defining the compact support as a
sphere (figure 1).

Figure 1 Sphere kernel

Figure 2 Cube Kernel

For computational efficiency of the integral
i(𝐩) instead of using a sphere we use a cube
(figure 2) of radius σ to evaluate the volume
of material VM inside our support kernel. We
do this by simply summing the boxes in our
discrete data structure that lie within our
support kernel. Denoting the total volume of
our cube VΩ we can solve our integral:

This guaranties that if our volume completely
made up of material then f(𝐩) = 1. If our
volume contains no material i.e. is just air
then f(𝐩) = -1 and if our volume is exactly half
full then f(𝐩) = 0.
3.1.3. Terrain Creation from Noise
3.1.3.1. Terrain Generation
To generate our terrain we use a selection of
combined 3 dimensional pseudo random
noise
functions
[Tip11].
In
our
implementation we use the Accidental Noise
Library which allows easy combination of
noise functions. We first begin by splitting the
ground and the sky with a simple gradient
function (figure 3).

Figure 3 Gradient Function

Now at this moment in time this would create
very flat terrain so we add some noise to
perturb our function. Firstly we offset our
sample location in the y direction at each
point by a set value. We create a Fractional

Brownian Motion fractal (figure 5) with ANL
Figure 5 Fractional Browning Motion

and use the values at each corresponding
sample point of our clamp function to offset
the Y location of our final sample point. For
example if we want to sample point (0,1) in
our gradient and point (0,1) in our fractional
Browning Motion is equal to the value 5, we
would instead sample the point (0,6) in our
gradient.

We now have rocky terrain but with floating
islands. To remove these we limit our fractal
such that can only be sampled along 0 in in
the y axis (Figure 6) this means that all values
in our adjacent y values in our gradient will be
perturbed by the same value. Meaning our
fractal acts more like a height map (Figure 7).

Figure 4 Clamped Gradient
Function

We then clamp the values to either 1 or 0 to
clearly define the difference between solids in
white and air in black. We can do this with
ANL’s select function to create a clear
separation.

Figure 6 Clamped Fractal Browning Motion

our final function with our previously
generated terrain noise (Figure 12).

Figure 10 Ridged
Multifractal Noise

Figure 9 Clamped
Ridged Multifractal
Noise

Figure 11 Perturbed
Ridged Multifractal

Figure 12 Cave Fractal
and Terrain
Multiplication

Figure 7 Y Perturbed Terrain

To create our over hangs we use the same
technique but perturb our values in the X
direction creating some horizontal distortion
(Figure 8).

Figure 8 X and Y Perturbed Terrain

To extend upon this to create more variation
you could use multiple use this technique
several time to create different noise for
different terrain features such as mountains
of flat plains and blend between them.
3.1.3.2. Cave Generation
For our cave generation we use Ridged
Multifractal noise (Figure 9). We simply clamp
our values to either 1 or 0 (Figure 10) to
create a map used to dictate where caves can
form. Next we distort the map around the
edges with the use of the perturbing
techniques covered in the previous section to
create an increased sense of natural
randomness (Figure 11). Finally we multiply

Figure 13 Attenuated Cave and Terrain
Combination

This means values in our caves map that are
equal to 0 will remove the corresponding area
in our terrain. Unfortunately again we have
floating island which we do not what in our
terrain as the fractal is effecting the entirety
of original terrain. We use an attenuation bias
to solve this. Adding falloff to the caves such
that they affect our terrain less the higher in
the y axis we sample (Figure 13).

Now in 3 dimensions the ridged multifractal
will create wave like planes that would cut
straight through our terrain. For use in 3
dimensions we create 2 Ridged Multifractals
with different offsets and multiply them
together. This means that only where the
values of both fractal are 0 caves will be
formed.
3.1.3.3. Drawbacks
Due to the high computation of fractals this
form of generation can take a very long time
to do. Its best to use a little fractals as
possible but where necessary you can save a
lot of processing time by reusing previously
created fractals. Ultimately this comes down
to how varying you wish your terrain to be.
More information on generation times in
section 5.

3.2.

Macro Terrain

To create a model that could represent
enough detail in order to satisfy real time
graphics, while still producing a large enough
world for to convince the user of endless
terrain, we have to implement some kind of
level of detail algorithm in order to reduce the
number of polygons drawn. Not only is this
crucial for reducing overhead in render times
but also because at certain distances from the
player polygons start to become smaller than
pixels and so there is no need to render them
and doing so would just waste computation
time.
In order to take advantage of GPU we had to
choose an LOD method that reduced the need
for copying data from host to client memory
every draw. Due to this we went with
Geometry Clipmaps [LH04].
Geometry
Clipmapping is a method of rendering terrain
using nested grids of size 𝑛 × 𝑛, which
increase at a size of 𝑛2 , which can be shifted
and the viewer moves.

Figure
14
Geometry
Clip
map
Diagram
http://http.developer.nvidia.com/GPUGems2/elementLi
nks/02_clipmaps_01.jpg

In order to implement this technique a terrain
patch of 𝑛 × 𝑛 is loaded into memory. This
patch can then be used to create a 2x2 grid of
patches, which is used for our base layer. In
our implementation a height map also loaded
into client memory and is then used to
displace the vertices of the grid. In order to
then add detail to the terrain at the position
of the viewer additional levels, grids, are
added and then scaled down. This means that
we can add more detail to the mesh while
using the terrain patch already loaded into
memory. This technique is much faster than
an adaptive mesh technique on the GPU due
to the slow nature of copying memory from
host to client.
In our method a twodimensional height map is generated from our
three dimensional noise. We then map
texture coordinates for the base level of our
terrain to a section representing one quarter
of this height map. Additional levels are then
added and scaled down and texture
coordinates adjusted. When the camera is
moved the texture coordinates are then
updated accordingly and the terrain is moved.
In order for this technique to produce endless
terrain the height map used needs to be
updated when the bounds are met. The base
layer should also extend into the distance
where the camera cannot see the edge of the
terrain.
3.3.

Grass

Due to the discreet nature of our data
structure and due to our macro terrain being
generated on the GPU it is hard to difficult to
align geometry with our macro and meso level
representations of our terrain without
clipping or floating geometry. One solution to

do this would be triangle by triangle
intersection with our implicit model and
spawn instanced geometry in a location that
fits desired needs. Unfortunately this method
is very slow which would add even more
overhead to our terrain generation. We
propose a technique inspired by the
generation of hair [ND05]. This technique is
completely GPU based at run time which will
removes extra overhead during the terrain
generation stage. For this technique we grow
our grass strands from the points that make
up our triangles of our mesh in the direction
of the point normal (Figure 15). These strands
will be then used as guide strands which we
can use to generate more strands by
interpolating across our triangle face.

}

For this function we use the texture
coordinates of our point A multiplied by our
total created strands for the 1st random
number and the (x,z) coordinates of our point
A incremented by 1 and multiplied by our
total created strands for our second random
number.

Figure 16 strands interpolated across triangle face

Figure 15

To interpolate smoothly across the face we
create barycentric coordinates calculated
from our 3 triangle points A, B and C. For
example our new interpolated strand 𝑋 is
computed
based
on
3
barycentric
coefficients (𝑏𝐴 , 𝑏𝐵 , 𝑏𝐶 ),
where 𝑏𝐴 + 𝑏𝐵 +
𝑏𝐶 = 1 . Therefore our new strand,
𝑋 = 𝐴 × 𝑏𝐴 × 𝐵 × 𝑏𝐵 × 𝐶 × 𝑏𝐶
To generate these barycentric coefficients we
generate 2 random numbers between [0..1].
Computing 1 minus the larger of the 2
numbers if they sum to greater than 1 and
third coefficient as 1 minus the other 2 such
that they sum to 1. In our implementation we
use a pseudo random number function on the
GPU so that we can generate in the same
location every render.
float rand(vec2 co){
return

fract(sin(dot(co.xy

,vec2(12.9898,78.233))) * 43758.5453);

Our generated grass is now aligned correctly
with our implicit geometry but lacks realism
when rendered in lines. Also to create thick
fields of grass this operation becomes very
expensive and slows our rendering process
down. To counter this we have implemented
the use of multiple intersecting textured
billboards [KB04]. Instead of drawing lines we
create multiple cross hatching grass textured
billboards in the location of our new
interpolated points. To create these billboards
we create 4 points by using the normal as the
up direction, and the vector AB for any side
movement. To create our 2nd billboard we
simply use the perpendicular vector of the up
and side vectors.

This technique allows for fast rendering of a
large number of grass billboards. See section 5
for statistics.
3.4.

Figure 17 Cross hatched billboards diagram

Water

For the water the scene has to be rendered
three times. The first pass is used to simulate
the reflection of the water. The scene is
rendered upside down by scaling it -1 in the yaxis. A clip plane is also used to so that
anything below the water is not rendered.
The second pass is used to then simulate
waters refractive properties. The scene is
rendered again this time the right way up.
Another clip plane is then used to prevent
anything above the water from being
rendered.

Figure 18 Interpolated billboard grass

We can further increase the realism of our
grass generation by limiting what surfaces we
generate it on. For example in nature you are
not likely to see grass growing on the side of a
vertical cliff. We can calculate the angle of a
surface using the y component of its normal.
Where our angle is α and our 𝑦 component is
y, we compute with the following,

Once both passes have been rendered to
textures, they have to be blended. When you
look at the surface of water from parallel to
its normal it appears very refractive and you
can see straight through it however as the
angle between the camera and the waters
normal increases the water becomes more
reflective. In order to mimic this the Fresnel
term is used. This is approximated using the
dot product of the normal of the water and
light reflection vector. The reflected colour is
then multiplied by this term to alter the
amount the water is reflecting.

𝛼 = (1 − 𝑦) × 90
Therefore we can set an angle of a surface
that we wish not to grow grass beyond and
not spawn any geometry if the condition is
not met. (Figure 19)

Figure 20 Water dudy map

Figure 19 Angle limited grass generation

Once both textures have been mixed correctly
and then projected across the surface of the
water you get a smooth surface, which reacts,
according to the angle it is viewed. In order to
add some movement to the water a dudv and
normal map are used. The dudv map (Figure

20) is used to distort the texture coordinates
of the water at any point, which warps the
reflected and refracted textures. The normal
map is then moved across the surface and is
used to control the specular highlight on the
water.

Figure 22 Interpolated height map

Figure 21 Final water render

3.5.

Combining Meso and Macro Terrain

The combination of macro and meso terrain
allows us to have the speed of geometry
clipmaps on large scale terrain and only have
to generate our meso terrain close to the
camera. This allows us to can keep our
complicated terrain features such as
overhangs and caves but only render them
when needed. This means that there is less
geometry to draw compared to if we used our
implicit form for the entire terrain.
We can create a height map for our geometry
clip map from our discrete data structure with
low computational overhead. At every
location in our 2 dimensional array we can
sum the heights off all our layers and map the
total height to the same location in a texture
as colour values. Due to the discrete nature of
our data structure this creates a very
pixelated texture which when represented by
the geometry clip map becomes very blocky.
To smooth the texture we create a texture of
higher resolution to our data structure and
bilinear interpolate the heights across out
data structure (Figure 22).

As geometry clip mapping works in layers of
increasing detail we propose a hybrid model
of our poligonalised implicit surface and
geometry clip mapping. The center layer of
geometry clip mapping is the point in our
terrain where we wish to display the most
detail. In our technique we replace this layer
with our polygonalised implicit surface. In our
implementation this is a simple process of
cutting out the center of our geometry clip
map and replacing that area of terrain with
our polygonalised terrain. Problems arise
however due to the contradicting natures of
geometry clip mapping which is formed from
a 2 dimensional plane and our volumetric
polygonalised terrain as they do not align
coherently. To rectify this, around the edges
of our implicit surface, we interpolate the
points of our mesh to match those of the
height in our geometry clip mapped terrain.
This creates a smooth transition between
volumetric implicit form and 2 dimensional
plane.
4. Rendering
4.1.
Texturing
For texturing our terrain we use texture
splatting based on the height and angle of our
geometry [FG09]. We set height bands for our
different types of terrain for example mud,
rock, snow, sand etc. and have textures in our
shader for each type of terrain. Depending of
which level the height of the geometry will fall
into we texture it with the corresponding
texture. Secondly we can work out the angle
for elements of geometry of steep gradient

where elements such as snow would not lie
on and blend them with a different texture
such as rock. We do this with the normal of y
component of the geometry as it is relative to
the (x,z) plane. Where α is the angle of our
geometry and y is the y component of our
normal.
𝛼 = (1 − 𝑦) × 90
4.2.

Fog

Due to the fact that we want to give the
impression that our terrain is infinite we need
to hide the edges of the terrain. To do this we
implement a simple fog on the fragment
shader. To do this we find the distance from
the camera at every point on the terrain. We
then use this to dictate how much the point is
blended with the fog colour. We then add a
sun to the fog by using the suns direction
vector dot with the vector from the position
to the camera. This determines a value to
dictate the strength of the sun at any point on
the terrain.

Our skybox is a simple sphere centred at the
centre of our scene. A single procedural
Perlin noise texture is then produced which
will be used to simulate clouds. Due to the
shape of a sphere of a sphere our texture has
to be mapped so that both the top and the
bottom converge towards the middle of the
texture so that when it is mapped to the
sphere there will be no stretching. The
texture also has to be seamless, as it will be
wrapped around the entirety of our scene.

Figure 24 Perlin noise map

In order to create the clouds a sky and cloud
colour are chosen mixed based on the colour
of the texture at any given point.
𝑡=

cos(𝑖 × 𝜋) + 1.0
2.0

Where 𝑡 is the percentage of sky colour and
where 1 − 𝑡 is the percentage of cloud colour.
The variable 𝑖 is the intensity value on the
noise texture.
Figure 23 Fog render

4.3.

Sky

A traditional method for recreating a sky in
computer graphics is to use a cube map. A
cube map is a collection of 6 textures mapped
onto a cube, which surrounds the scene, to
give the impression of a sky. This method
produces a seamless result, however in order
to add dynamic features such as clouds etc.
their positions have to be mapped across 6
different textures. A simpler approach would
be to create these clouds using one texture
and stretch this around the outside of your
scene.

The benefit of mapping a single texture to a
sphere is that in order make the clouds
dynamic it is very simple to use a time
variable to displace the texture coordinates.

voxels
128 x 128 x 128
256 x 256 x 256
512 x 512 x 512

Figure 25 Cloud render

4.4

Alpha Blending

Alpha blending is a technique of using the
alpha channel to dictate how much the two
colours are blended to create a final colour.
We have used this technique to blend the
edges of macro terrain seamlessly into the sky
in order hide the edge of our terrain tile while
generating more terrain. This helps seamlessly
introducing new terrain to the scene when
moving.
5. Results

We have implemented our discreet data
structure in C++ using OpenGL 4.0 for
rendering. Running our tests on an Intel Core
i7-4710MQ with 16GB of RAM and an NVidia
970m graphics card. From our testing we have
come to the following conclusions.
Table 1 Memory Usage of Discrete Data Structure

Data Structure Our Memory Memory
Resolution
Consumption consumption
if
represented
by 1 byte

393,216
bytes
1,572,864
bytes
6,291,456
bytes

2,097,152
bytes
16,777,216
bytes
134,217,728
bytes

As you can see in Table 1 our data structure is
very memory efficient, only just breaching
6MB in our largest test. In comparison if you
were to use traditional 3 dimensional arrays,
even if each index is only the size of 1 byte
you are looking at breaching into the
hundreds of MB in memory requirement.
Table 2 Terrain Generation Times

Data structure resolution
128 x 128 x 128
256 x 256 x 256
512 x 512 x 512

Generation Time
33 seconds
256 seconds
2019 seconds

Unfortunately due to the large processing
power needed for fractals our generation
times greatly increase the larger the
resolution of the data structure that we are
generating (Table 2). From our generation
tests we conclude that for a data structure of
size 2n x 2n x 2n the generation time is roughly
10 times larger for a resolution of 2n+1 x 2n+1 x
2n+1. We found a 2563 size resolution to be
practical when developing the tool but ideally
to create a truly realistic terrain we would like
to explore larger resolutions without being
held back by generation times.
Table 3 Average Framerate of Rendering Grass
Billboards

Number of
Billboards
251760
167840
83920

Grass Average
(FPS)
261
292
417

Framerate

Due to the parallelized nature of the
generation and rendering of our grass

billboards they are extremely efficient. Having
on average very high frames (Table 3).

interpolation method as the grass and would
add to the variety of the terrain.

6. Future Work

Due to the nature of our discrete data
structure manipulations and calculations can
be very computational efficient. This can be
ideal for implementing physically based
weathering simulations such as thermal
erosion, this could be used to create tools
further enhance the realism of look of the
terrain. Furthermore in nature over hangs and
caves are generally surrounded by features
such as boulders. This could be achieved with
suggested physics simulations.

Although we are happy with the final images
we have created there are some
improvements to be made. Firstly stretching
of textures occurs on areas of the terrain that
are vertical. This is due to the fact that when
mapping the textures to the surface we only
project them in the y-axis. One way to rectify
this problem is to project the textures in all
three axes proposed in [Gei07]. Another
solution would be to create procedural
textures, which would not rely on an external
image files.
Another improvement would be the ability to
add lighting to the terrain. This could be
achieved by generating vertex normals for
both meso and macro terrain and then use a
simple lighting model to shade the model.
Our method uses a simple blending algorithm,
which uses the height of the terrain to
calculate the colour. An improvement to this
method would be to use normals to add
additional variation to the texture selected
and therefore the colour. This would prevent
some of the harsh lines we get when the
texture changes at a certain height.
Using random noise to dictate the height of
our terrain means that we have the ability to
create endless, seamless terrain.
This
however is not possible due to the fact that
our three-dimensional noise takes a long time
to generate. A future improvement would be
to speed up the calculation of this by utilising
the GPU, along with the height map needed
for the macro terrain.
Although our model for terrain generation
contains a method for generating grass,
additional vegetation, for example trees,
plants, etc. would be a welcome addition and
would improve the realism of our 3D world.
This could be done using a similar

Due to the voxelised nature of our terrain it
lends itself to creating tools where the user
can alter the terrain by adding or removing
voxels. Artist tools could be created that
would finely tune and tweak our generated
terrain if a certain desired look is required.

7. Conclusion
Our method provides plausible techniques to
be used for procedural modelling of terrain,
on a macro and meso level. We have used
three dimensional noise, along with
polygonisational techniques, to generate
complex terrain, with overhangs, caves and
arches. Although having to compromise on
generation times due we believe that the final
terrain produced creates plausible terrain
which with minor improvements could be
used in a selection of media. Alongside this
we have created a hybrid model to combine
our implicit surface with a level of detail
geometry clipping algorithm. This allows for
efficient rendering of large scale terrain,
where the detail is not required.
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